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Preface  

A shocking incident occurred at Panmunjom, site of Korean truce talks, 

on August 18, 1976, in which tens of North Korean soldiers attacked 

outnumbered United Nations Command guards with axes and 

crowbars, killing two American officers and injuring nine Korean and 

American personnel. 

The following day, August 19, North Korea's Kim Il-Sung ordered his 

entire armed forces, regular or otherwise, into full combat readiness. 

 

The provocations shed further light on the inhumanity and belligerency 

of the North Korean Communists. They expressly tell who is the 

breacher of peace on the Korean peninsula. 

 

North Korea has betrayed the hope and expectations of all peace-loving 

peoples around the world and it deserves to be condemned for its 

barbarism and threat to peace. 

 

Our U.N. Korean War Allies Association wishes to join all the people of 

the Republic of Korea in expressing deep condolences over the death of 

the two youthful officers slain in the brutal incident. We extend our 

sincere consolation to the bereaved families. 

We are convinced that the lofty sacrifice of the two officers must be 

rewarded with eventual unification, peace and prosperity on the 

Korean peninsula. 
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1. Murder at Panmunjom  

At about 10:30 a.m. August 18, five Korean workers escorted by a 

United Nations Command security squad consisting of 10 American 

and Korean guards, arrived at the Joint Security Area of 

Panmunjom for routine trimming of trees. They picked a large tree 

near the United Nations Command Guard Post No.3 and started 

trimming. 

About 15 minutes later, at approximately 10:45 a.m., a group of 15 

to 16 North Korean guards approached the scene of the trimming. 

For about 15 minutes, the North Korean guards stood by raising no 

objection to the trimming until another North Korean officer 

abruptly demanded that the trimming be stopped immediately. 

 

A dispute ensued as the United Nations Command guards rejected 

the unreasonable demand of the Communists, and proceeded 

trimming. Here, the North Koreans sent for add- itional guards and 

about 20 North Korean guards reached the scene by truck in no 

time. 

 

As they disembarked from the truck carrying clubs and crowbars in 

their hands, a North Korean officer was heard shouting, "Kill them." 

Soon the North Korean guards encircled the outnumbered United 

Nations Command personnel and began beating, clubbing and 

axing them. When the cold-blooded and apparently premeditated 
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attack was over, two American officers lay dead and nine other 

United Nations Command personnel were injured, some seriously. 

 

The two murdered American officers, later identified as Captain 

Arthur G. Bonifas, 33, Newburgh, N.Y., and 1st Lieutenant Mark T. 

Barrett, 24, Columbia, S. C., died from massive head injuries and 

stab wounds. 

 

The brutal unprovoked attack occurred in an area within the 

Demilitarized Zone where free access and movement are 

guaranteed to personnel of both sides under the Armistice 

Agreement. 

 

Also in the attack, the North Korean guards smashed three United 

Nations Command trucks which drove nearby to take the injured. 

They also ransacked the United Nations Command Guard Post No.3 

near the southern end of the Bridge of No Return in the Joint 

Security Area. 

 

The following day on August 19, the Commander of the United 

Nations Command, General Richard G. Stilwell sent 
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Sketch Map of Joint Security Area 

 

JOINT SECURITY AREA 

Site of Military Armistice Commission Meetings 

This map shows the location of the incident, near the Bridge of No 

Return, down left, inside the boundaries of the Joint Security Area 

which is under the joint control of UNC and North Korea (indicate KPA). 
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 On Aug. 18, the North Korean broadcast aired the reports about the 

Panmunjom incident, and this was what they insisted really happened. 

"Around 10:45 a.m. today, the American imperialist aggressors sent in 

14 hoodlums with axes into the Joint Security Area to cut down the 

trees on their own accord, although such a work should be mutually 

consented beforehand. Four persons from our side went to the spot to 

warn them not to continue the work without our consent. Against our 

persuasion, they attacked our guards en masse and committed a 

serious provocative act of beating our men, wielding murderous 

weapons and depending on the fact that they outnumbered us. Our 

guards could not but resort to self-defense measures under the 

circumstances of this reckless provocation." And the pictures 

reproduced here show, sequence by sequence, what really happened 

and how deceptive and fictitious the North Korean broadcast and 

propaganda are. 

 

The attack lasted for about 20 seconds, the UNC personnel by far 

outnumbered by the North Koreans. In this photo in these last seconds, 

the North Korean guards dominate the scene with violence after most 

of the UNC guards have disappeared. 
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 a strong protest to North Korea's Kim Il-Sung against the murder of two 

American officers and the injury of nine other United Nations 

Command personnel. 

 

The protest was verbally delivered to Pyongyang at the 379th meeting 

of the Military Armistice Commission held at Panmunjom at the request 

of the United Nations Command. 

 

General Stilwell said in the protest, "The United Nations Command 

views this brutal vicious act with gravity and concern, and warns that 

such violent and belligerent acts cannot be tolerated. North Korea must 

bear full responsibility for all consequences of its brutal action." 

 

The General emphasized that the incident not only jeopardized the 

entire framework of the Armistice Commission but violated the 

neutrality of the Joint Security Area as agreed upon by both sides. 

 

General Stilwell noted in the protest that the United Nations Command 

personnel were attacked unmercifully by a numerically superior force 

which was wielding axes and clubs, adding that the United Nations 

Command elements were at the time engaged in "routine maintenance 

function" of a type North Korean personnel often perform." 
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2. Kim Il-Sung Orders Full Combat Readiness 

 

The tensions that have been hovering ominously over the Korean 

peninsula entered a critical stage recently when North Korea's Kim Il-

Sung placed his entire armed forces in full combat readiness. 

 

Acting in the capacity of Commander-In-Chief, Kim Il-Sung ordered all 

North Korean military units, regular and irregular alike, into full combat 

readiness effective 5 p.m., August 19, 1976. 

 

The official Radio Pyongyang and Central Radio of North Korea, 

monitored in Seoul, reported at 5 :25 p.m., August 19 that Kim Il-Sung 

had issued the special order of combat readiness. From that time on, 

the North Korean radio suspended regular programs to air Kim Il-Sung's 

order repeatedly. 

 

The order of combat readiness came 30 hours after the brutal killing of 

two American military officers under the United Nations Command and 

injuring of nine United Nations Command personnel by tens of axe and 

crowbar-wielding North Korean soldiers in the Joint Security Area of 

Panmunjom. 

 

The inhumane attack at Panmunjom and the subsequent military 

combat readiness order may point to the imminence of some sort of 
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military action on the part of the North Korean Communists against the 

Republic of Korea. This is' especially true in view of the North Koreans' 

avowed intention of "liberating" or communizing south Korea as well as 

their frantic efforts to build up military capability in preparation for 

another aggressive war. 

It seems that the North Korean Communists might have, reached the 

conclusion that an opportune time had finally come for them to take 

military action against the South. 

 

Among possible reasons for such a conclusion are that North Korea 

feels the need to distract its people's growing concern and discontent 

with its economic failure and intensifying internal power struggle over 

the designation of Kim Il-Sung's son, Kim Chong-Il, as his heir. 

 

Besides, the North Korean Communists are believed to be attempting 

to take over action against the south before the national strength of 

south Korea grows far superior to theirs. Another likely cause is that 

they seek to take advantage of the possible policy vacuum in the United 

States during the current presidential election period. 

 

In fact, the atrocity at Panmunjom and the following military combat 

readiness order are considered to have been undertaken as a final 

stage in their carefully contrived scenario calling for escalated 

provocations and a military buildup culminating in outright military 

action against the South. 
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Intelligence reports indicate that during four years beginning in mid-

1972, North Korea has built up its military capability drastically. The 

North Korean armed forces now comprise 560,000 regulars and 

2,350,000 irregulars, all of whom were placed in combat readiness by 

Kim Il-Sung's order on August 19. 

 

The militias, trained and equipped nearly the same as the regulars, 

consist of the 260,000-man Guidance Corps, the 700,000-man Red 

Youth Guards and the 1,300,000-man Workers' Militia. Especially 

noteworthy is the existence in the north of 80,000 ranger troops skilled 

in limited, irregular warfare. 

 

Their military hardware is no less impressive. Their sophisticated 

equipment includes 1 ,500 tanks of modern design, 12,400 artillery 

pieces, 460 naval ships including guided missile frigates, and 1,000 

warplanes. 

 

With these massive forces, the North Korean Communists. 

 

have lately taken yet more ominous steps: moving crack mechanized 

divisions to the forward area, and activating reserve airfields and 

building naval facilities in areas close to the truce line. The incident in 

the Joint Security Area was only one of a number of premeditated 
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provocations against the South, all aimed at heightening tensions and 

creating conditions for their outright military action. 

 

Only 14 days before, on August 5, North Korean soldiers fired machine 

guns across the Military Demarcation Line at a United Nations 

Command observation post about 60 miles northeast of Seoul. The site 

of the firing was in the same general area where a North Korean 

underground infiltration tunnel--the second to be uncovered--was 

found on March 19 last year. 

 

The shooting was timed with the North Korean Communists' abrupt 

claim on the same day, August 5, that "south Korean and American 

forces are preparing an invasion of the north." 

 

A Radio Pyongyang broadcast monitored in Seoul claimed that "a new 

war is at hand due to provocations by the Korean and American 

forces... enemies have already prepared for war and are going to 

provoke a war." 

 

On June 19, 1976, three North Korean intruders were found south of 

the Demilitarized Zone. Ensuing operations killed all of the infiltrators, 

and an examination showed that they had the mission of a sort of 

preinvasion probe into the defense stance of south Korean military 

installations in the forward area. (See "Renewed Threat from North 

Korea," Korean Overseas Information Service, July 28, 1976.) 
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The August 18 incident aside, the truce site of Panmunjom had often 

turned into a scene of acts of the North Korean brutality. 

 

On June 30, 1975, a dozen North Korean guards and pressmen 

assaulted American Army Major W. D. Henderson, a United Nations 

Command security officer in the Joint Security Area, injuring him 

seriously. He was trampled on by the North Koreans and suffered a 

fractured larynx before he was rescued by United Nations Command 

guards. 

 

Major Henderson, now residing in Washington D. C. after undergoing 

treatment at the Walter Reed Army Hospital in the United States, 

commented upon learning of the recent axe-killing of two American 

officers that the atrocity must have been perpetrated with sanction 

from high North Korean authorities. Henderson said that during his 

service at Panmunjom he felt that North Korean soliders were trying to 

gain fame by harassing American personnel. 

 

In another incident on March 5, 1974, more than 100 North Korean 

guards wielding sticks attacked some 30 American military policemen, 

inflicting injuries on five American personnel. 
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3. Analysis of the Events 

 

North Korea's recent brutal and barbaric act of murder can be analyzed 

in relation to its political maneuverings as well as its military strategy to 

achieve its goal of unification by force of arms. 

 

The political design of Kim Il-Sung's aggresive scheme to communize 

the whole Korean peninsula consists of the following operational tactics 

with two goals. First, North Korea has used scare tactics by claiming 

that the V.S. is ready to launch an all-out war against it, and Kim Il-Sung 

has emphasized that the V.S. is ready to use nuclear weapons. The next 

Korean war, he said, will expand to a Third World War. 

 

Second, North Korea intended to manipulate American public opinion 

so that the majority of the American people would want to withdraw 

their forces from Korea because of the danger of another war. 

 

In the area of international relations, the above-mentioned tactics were 

closely related to the Colombo conference of non-aligned nations and 

North Korea's draft resolution submitted to the forthcoming V.N. 

General Assembly. North Korea's assumption was that if it criticized the 

V.S. severely, it would get sympathy from the non-aligned nations at 

the Colombo conference as well as at the United Nations. 
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To carry out its premeditated scheme, North Korea chose the timing 

carefully. The brutal act of murder took place when the American 

Republican Party was holding its national convention, and the Colombo 

conference of the non-aligned nations was under way at the time. 

 

Having failed to create a favorable mood for North Korea, this time it 

decided to provoke Americans by committing an act of murder. North 

Korea wanted to see the U.s. get involved in its premeditated scheme 

of provocation to use it as ammunition for North Korea's all-out 

propaganda warfare. 

 

The military side of Kim Il-Sung's design has been limited war against 

the South. The possibility of limited war has been restrengthened in 

recent years with the mounting problems of North Korea in the area of 

international trade and a domestic power struggle. 

 

North Korea has been in deep trouble with its trade partners all over 

the world, and the estimated foreign debt amounts to 2 billion dollars. 

North Korea is under heavy pressure nowadays to repay its foreign 

debts, and it has been conspicuously silent about the failure of its six-

year economic plan. And recently it was reported that there were 

numerous friends of Korea have minimized it based on their idealistic 

wishes. Recent North Korean activities simply have proved the validity 

of the Republic of Korea's genuine concern for its national security and 

the imminent danger from North Korea has demonstrated to the world 

that its "peaceful unification" means double-edged tactics to 
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communize the whole of Korea: unification by force and social disorder 

by dispatching armed guerrillas and suicide commandos. 

 

Facing the most serious danger on the Korean peninsula since the 

Armistice Agreement in 1953, it is time for peace-loving Koreans in the 

South to strive with firm determination to defend their country, and it 

is a logical conclusion that only strong determinations and strength can 

stop North Korea's aggressive scheme and maintain genuine peace in 

East Asia and elsewhere. As President Park Chung Hee pointed out, Kim 

Il-Sung should take the full responsibility for future provocations. 

 

It is also high time for the world to recognize that the Republie of 

Korea's effort to unite the country peacefully taking a step by step 

approach through dialogue is in direct contrast to Kim Il-Sung's 

aggressive and inhuman provocations. 

Appendix I Government Statements 

 

 

Excerpts from Address of President Park Chung Hee at Commencement 

Ceremony at Third Military Academy, August 20,1976 

 

If the North Korean Communists ever again prepetrate unlawful 

provocations, small or large, we shall take retaliatory steps promptly. 
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They must assume all responsibility for the consequences arising 

therefrom. 

 

There is a limit to our perseverance. We see no reason why we have to 

swallow onesidedly their provocations. A club is needed to deal with a 

mad dog. 

 

While they themselves have been absorbed in preparation for an 

aggressive war, they spread unfounded falsehoods outwardly, claiming 

that we are preparing for a northward invasion just as in the case of a 

thief crying "thief." 

 

These aggressive provocations and deceptive propaganda are mere 

schemes intended to cover up their people's growing discontent with 

their economic failure as well as internal power struggles, and also to 

shift responsibility to our side in the event they provoke an aggressive 

war against the south. 
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Special Statement by Government Spokesman, 

Minister of Culture and Information 

Kim Seong-Jin, August 19, 1976 

 

 

North Korean Communist chieftain Kim Il-Sung openly manifested his 

scheme to invade the Republic of Korea again by force of arms and 

thereby destroy peace in Asia, by issuing an order placing aU regular 

and reserve forces such as the People's Army, the Workers' Militias and 

the Red Youth Guards in a state of combat readiness effective at 5 p.m. 

today. 

 

The government and citizens of the Republic of Korea, together with all 

peace-loving peoples of the world, sternly urge Kim Il-Sung, a maniac 

for war, to give up his scheme to wage another war and abide by the 

Armistice Agreement. 

 

The North Korean Communists, who have been making totally 

unfounded allegations of "northward invasion" in their stepped-up, 

stereotyped deceptive propaganda, have intensified their aggressive 

provocations by brutally killing two American officers and injuring 

Korean and other American personnel under the United Nations 

Command who were engaged in routine duties in the Joint Security 

Area of Panmunjom. 
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The North Korean Communists, who were busy trying to shift the 

responsibility for the incident to our side without feeling any remorse 

of conscience just like the case of a thief crying "thief," have now 

ordered all regular and reserve forces to enter into a state of combat 

readiness. 

 

The North Korean Communists have cunningly carried on aggressive 

provocations in accordance with a prepared scenario for war 

provocation for the purpose of reinvading the Republic of Korea by 

unleashing another war on the Korean peninsula. 

 

The Korean people and all other peace-loving peoples in the world who 

are well aware of such stereotyped methods of the Communist North 

Koreans well foresee how North Korea will act in the next stage. 

 

We urge North Korea to totally abandon its war plot, rather than to 

attempt to conceal the reinvasion scheme by such a foolish method. 

 

If the North Korean Communists ignore such a warning and make a 

reinvasion of the south, they should bear in mind that it will bring about 

nothing but total destruction of North Korea. 

In this connectIon, we strongy urge the North Korean Communists to 

give up their illusion of communizing the Republic of Korea by staging a 
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provocative war on the Korean peninsula as well as destroying peace in 

Asia. 

 

Through their brutal acts at Panmunjom and Kim Il-Sung's order to 

enter into a state of combat readiness, all the peace-loving peoples in 

the world must have come to realize clearly that it is none other than 

the North Korean Communists who indulge in war provocations on the 

Korean peninsula. 

 

Now is the time for all our citizens to unite with one another and take 

thorough measures against possible reinvasion by the North Korean 

Communists, while all peace-loving countries should unite with one 

another solidly and cooperate in the efforts to thwart war schemes of 

the North Korean Communists. 

 

Statement by the Spokesman for the Ministry of 

Culture and Information 

August 18, 1976 

The government of the Republic of Korea is enraged at the barbaric and 

inhuman act of murder committed by a group of North Korean soldiers 

in the Joint Security Area at Panmunjom, and denounces this 

unbelievable barbarism in the name of all peaceloving peoples around 

the world. 
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This incident clearly reveals that the North Korean Communists are so 

deeply involved in preparation for a renewed conflict on the Korean 

peninsula that they have become irrational, and also shows what 

atrocious mobsters they are. 

 

We are watching this premeditated provocation with grave concern, 

and we pay special attention to the fact that this brutal provocation 

took place during a time when North Korea was actively engaged in 

groundless propaganda of "northward" threat by the south. 

 

On this occasion, the Republic of Korea government strongly urges the 

North Korean Communists, who have violated the Armistice Agreement 

on numerous occasions, to abandon their acts of aggression 

immediately and faithfully abide by the Armistice Agreement and other 

mutually agreed principles of the South-North Joint Communique. The 

Republic of Korea government also urges the North Korean 

Communists to respond to its peace efforts accordingly. 

 

The Republic of Korea government extends its sincere condolences to 

the two victims of the United Nations Command and their bereaved 

families, and prays for the quick recovery of the injured soldiers of both 

the United States of America and the Republic of Korea. 

 

This tragic incident should teach us how to protect our country from 

threats of North Korea and we should stand firm to defend our country 
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with strong determination. The alliance between the Republic of Korea 

and the United States should be further strengthened to take all 

precautions against another aggression by the North Korean 

Communists. 
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Appendix n Protest Statement by UNC Senior Member 

at 379th Military Armistice Commission Meeting 

August 19, 1976 

The CINC United Nations Command has ordered me to pass a formal 

protest to the supreme commander of the Korean People's Army. 

Yesterday, an unprovoked act of severe hostility was initiated by 

members of the KPA security force against the UNC security force in the 

Joint Security Area. This incident of most grave consequences was an 

open and flagrant act of belligerency by the Korean People's Army 

resulting in the death of two UNC security officers. This incident not 

only jeopardized the entire framework of this Commission but it 

violates the neutrality of the JSA as agreed upon by both sides in July 

1953, as well as all internationally recognized conventions in regards to 

Armistice Agreements. Never before in the twenty-three years since 

the ceasefire was formally signed has there been the outright and 

brutal murder of JSA security force personnel. This was not the 

eruption of an unplanned argument. It was the deliberate murder of 

two UNC personnel who, engaged in routine maintenance functions of 

a type your personnel often perform, were attacked unmercifully by a 

numerically superior force, wielding axes and clubs. I ask your 

assurance that an incident such as this will not occur again. General 

Han, I want your assurance that you will pass this protest to your 

Supreme Commander as expediously as possible. 

 

I will tell you the facts surrounding this incident and I am telling you 

now that I do not intend to debate them or discuss any irrelevant 
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subject. Direct your attention to the photos on my left and the chart on 

my right. At approximately 10:30 hours yesterday morning, a UNC work 

crew arrived in the vicinity of our checkpoint east of the Sa Chon 

Bridge. The work party consisted of five Korean laborers who were 

accompanied by three UNC officers and a seven-man security force. 

Their purpose was to prune the tree indicated in the photo to my left. 

This tree hindered observation between two of our checkpoints and 

pruning it was a routine maintenance task, posing absolutely no threat 

to your side. 

 

Shortly after our work crew began, two of your officers and 

approximately nine of your enlisted men drove up in a truck and got 

out. One of your officers began a discussion with the ranking UNC 

officer and asked him what he was doing. When the UNC officer 

explained that the work party was pruning trees, your officer indicated 

that this was "good." The work continued for 10 or 15 minutes and 

some of your personnel even engaged in trying to instruct our workers 

how the tree should be pruned. At approximately 10:50 hours, your 

officer told the UNC officers to stop the work. There followed a 

discussion between the officers of the two sides during which your 

officer threatened our personnel. Our officer, performing a peaceful 

mission and within his prerogatives, directed our personnel to continue 

working. At this point, your officer tried to direct the work force to stop 

working. The UNC officer again indicated the work would continue and 

your officer sent a guard across the Sa Chon Bridge. His mission was 

evidently to call for reinforcements, for within a short period of time 

additional KPA guards arrived both from within the JSA and from the 

west side of the Sa Chon Bridge until there were approximately 30 of 
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your personnel in the area. You will recall the UNC had approximately 

10 security personnel in the area. 

 

Now I want you to listen very carfeully to what is said, and to pay close 

attention to the photographs. Your officer took off his watch, wrapped 

it in a handkerchief and placed it in his pocket. Another of your officers 

rolled up his sleeves. Our senior officer was busy with the tree pruning 

detail and did not see this. Immediately thereafter your officer 

approached our officer and, crying "kill," struck him knocking him to the 

ground. Five of your other personnel jumped on him while he was 

down, continuing to beat him. Either in response to the order to "kill" 

or because your officer has started a fight, your other personnel 

immediately and savagely turned on the remaining UNC personnel and 

axe handles began to appear among your personnel. This unprovoked 

assault surpassed in brutality even your attack on Major Henderson last 

year. In no way could the pruning of trees, a routine maintenance 

activity, be considered either hostile or provocative and yet your guards 

took the very axes meant for peaceful uses and turned them into 

instruments of death. 

 

The United Nations Command views this brutal and vicious act with 

gravity and concern and warns the North Koreans that such violent and 

belligerent acts cannot be tolerated. North Korea must bear full 

responsibility for all consequences of its brutal actions.  
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Appendix III World Press Reactions 

Daily Telegraph, London, Aug. 20 

"North Korean Axemen" 

Kim Il-Sung lost no time in ordering a combat alert throughout North 

Korea after his troops had hacked two American officers to pieces with 

axes in the truce zone. The whole affair is typical of this megalomaniac 

Communist dictator and comes as a reminder that he coud send the 

area up in flames again as he did in 1950. Ever since that war ended his 

dominating obsession has been to prepare North Korea militarily and 

psychologically for the forcible reunification of the country. 

 

The latest attack is just one of an unending series of incidents designed 

to test American reactions and to provide an excuse for escalation if 

deemed opportune. 

 

True, some comfort can be drawn from the assumption that China and 

Russia, Kim's backers and armers, have an interest in restraining him... 

Yet Kim, who has been in control since 1948, although still only 64, is 

believed to be ill and is certainly impatient to complete what he sees as 

his life's work... South Korea deserves more support than she gets in 

her efforts to meet the internal and external threats from her vicious 

neighbor. A most inopportune uncertainty has been caused by the 

statement by Mr. Carter, the American Democrat presidential 

candidate, that American ground forces should be phased out and that 

America's commitment should be reconsidered. 
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Le Monde, Paris, Aug. 19 

 

"Cause For Concern" 

 

At Panmunjom, two U.S. Army officers were killed by North Korean 

guards armed with axes and metal pikes. President Ford was the first one 

who stigmatized the North Korean government attitude, saying that 

North Korea must accept the total responsibility and consequences of the 

vicious and unprovoked murder of the U.S. officers in the neutral zone. 

On the other hand, Secretary of State Henry Kissinger officially warned 

the North Korean authorities: "We will hold the North Korean 

authorities responsible for all consequences of the bloody incident at 

Panmunjom." Finally the State Department considered this incident as 

an important violation of the 1953 Armistice Agreement. Having 

rejected the North Korean argument, the United States does not exclude 

the possibility of its resorting to arms to resolve the differences. Lately 

incidents at the Demarcation Line in Korea are on the increase. But it is 

the first incident in the last 23 years weapons from south Korea. 

Both Washington and the non-aligned nations should surely be 

trusted to have better sense than to fall for such an inhumane and 

primitive ruse. 

 

 

Japan Times, Tokyo, Aug. 20 

 

According to the UNC, a small work unit engaged in trimming trees in 

the Demilitarized Zone south of the "Bridge of No Return" was attacked 
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by North Korean guards. Two U.S. army officers were killed and nine 

Americans and south Koreans were injured. 

 

Pyongyang lost no time in blaming the American troops for the 

incident, calling it a "provocative action" for which the North Koreans 

had "no recourse" but to take "defensive measures." While the 

responsibility for the clash could be fogged over by counter-charges, it 

does serve to prove the North Korean charges made in their statement 

to the Colombo conference and in the resolution sent to the UNGA that 

tensions are high and the danger of a new war is present on the Korean 

peninsula. 

 

The killing of two American officers will doubtlessly have serious 

repercussions in the U.S. The North Koreans are surely aware of this, 

but they could be counting on the incident to strengthen the view .that 

American forces should be withdrawn from the Republic of Korea. 

 

 

The clash, involving U.S. soldiers, could also be utilized by the pro-

Pyongyang nations at the U.N. to whip up support for their new 

resolution whose centerpiece remains the removal of the American 

deterrent force from Korea, despite the additional demands that have 

been included. 
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The ROK government and the nations supporting its interests in the 

U.N. had anticipated that the submission of the pro-north Korean 

resolution would follow the conclusion of the Colombo conference. 

They were thus surprised that it was proposed while the non-aligned 

nations are still conferring. More than that, however, they had hoped 

that the "unproductive debate," which last year saw the travesty of two 

conflicting resolutions gaining approval, would not be repeated this 

year. 

 

 

But they now have no other choice but to follow with a resolution of 

their own, representing the ROK position. It is expected to chiefly stress 

two points--the request for a speedy resumption of the dialogue 

between north Korea and the ROK on peaceful reunification and the 

call for an early conference among the nations directly concerned to 

revise the present Armistice Agreement or to supplant it with a new 

arrangement so that the UNC can be disbanded. 

 


